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Abstract: Unwanted substances can be effectively removed from the blood using double-filtration plasmapheresis (DFPP). In our case study, we used field emission scanning electron microscopy/energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (FE-SEM-EDX) to examine if the eluate obtained by a specific type of DFPP (INUSpheresis with a TKM58 filter) contains nano- and microparticles and what chemical composition these particles have. We identified micro- and nanoparticles of various sizes and chemical composition, including microparticles high in the concentration of calcium, iron, silicon, aluminium and titanium. Furthermore, thread-like objects were identified. We discuss the possible origin of the particles and objects, their pathophysiological relevance and the potential of FE-SEM-EDX analysis of the eluate in terms of diagnostics and therapy for environmental medicine applications on patients.
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1. Introduction

Double-filtration plasmapheresis (DFPP) enables removal of molecules/compounds/particles in blood plasma having sizes between the pore size of the first (plasma separator) and second filter membrane (plasma fractionator) [1]. The technique can remove pathophysiological relevant molecules (e.g., circulating immune complexes, circulating autoantigens, autoantibodies, damaged proteins) and toxic substances (e.g., environmental toxins) from the blood of a subject. DFPP has been successfully used therapeutically for the treatment of many diseases as a blood cleaning procedure [2], including rheumatoid arthritis [3–5], Guillain–Barré syndrome [6–10], multiple sclerosis [6,11–13], myasthenia gravis [6,14–19] and neuropathies [20–22]. A few years ago, a new type of DFPP (termed “INUSpheresis”) was developed in Germany and its effectiveness was proven for example in the case of treating borreliosis [23], Alzheimer’s disease [24], peripheral neuropathy [25] and chronic post-COVID-19 syndrome (“long-COVID”) [26]. The application of DFPP (INUSpheresis with a specific filter, TKM58) has been shown to change the blood composition; a recent study for example documented a decrease in the concentration of albumin, γ-globulins, triglycerides, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, lipoprotein(a), ferritin, fibrinogen, IgG, IgM, IgA, total protein, INR, quick, platelets and an increase in erythrocytes, haematocrit and leukocytes [27].

Recently, we showed with near-infrared spectroscopy and the aquaphotomics approach that the water physicochemical properties (i.e., an increase in small water clusters, free water molecules and a decrease in hydroxylated water as well as superoxide in hydration shells) in the tissue change after DFPP treatment (INUSpheresis with TKM58) [28].
Characteristic changes in the physicochemical water property of the eluate were also observed. Furthermore, we could document the presence of several toxins in the eluate, including aflatoxin B1, chromium, lead, cadmium, arsenic, lindane, cobalt, polycyclic-aromatic-hydrocarbons, disulfoton and aluminium (listed in descending concentration).

Since environmental pollution and human exposure to nano- and microparticles is a growing problem globally [29,30] with increasing evidence of their toxicity to humans [30–36], we hypothesised that the eluate would also contain these particles. In order to verify this experimentally, we carried out corresponding analysis of the eluate of a DFPP application in one subject as a case study. Such an analysis has not been performed yet.

2. Materials and Methods

The first eluate obtained by a total of two DFPP treatments performed was used for the current study. The time between the two treatments was one day. The eluate resulted, as in the case of our previous study [28], from a DFPP INUSpheresis (with TKM58 filter) treatments performed on a 39-year-old man (first author, FS) at a private clinic in Switzerland in February 2022. No official ethical approval was necessary to conduct the measurements and report the results since it is a case report (Kantonale Ethikkommission, Kanton Zürich, Switzerland) and measurements were done on an eluate sample from the first author (FS). The DFPP application was performed as part of a routine medical treatment.

Samples of the eluate obtained by the first and second DFPP treatment were screened for toxins (IGL Labor GmbH, Wittbek, Germany). To this end, the eluates in the infusion bags were shaken so that there was a homogeneous distribution of the components and then a sample (10 mL) of it was taken and sent to the analytical laboratory.

The eluate obtained from the first DFPP was filled in a 10 mL Vacutainer™ serum tube (with a silica (Si) based clot activator and gel for serum separation) and transferred from the side of collection (Switzerland) to the side of analysis (Italy). For the FE-SEM/EDX analysis a multiple sampling method was used: 20 µL of the fluid were pipetted from the upper, middle and bottom part of the vial (to distinguish different particle masses and particle volumes) and the samples were transferred on Millipore filters (0.45 µm pore size) for the FE-SEM/EDX analysis. The Millipore filters with the fluid samples were then placed on a carbon disc and deposited on the sample aluminium stub of the microscope. The samples were inserted in clean boxes and placed inside a thermostat at 30 °C for 30 min and afterwards analyzed with a FE-SEM (Quanta 650, Thermofisher, Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) microprobe (Thermofischer, Waltham, MA, USA).

3. Results

As already reported in our previous publication [28], a variety of toxins were detected in the samples of the eluate of both DFPP treatments. Figure 1 shows the concentration of the metals detected with mass spectrometry. The concentrations were generally higher in the sample from the first DFPP compared to the second one. In the eluate sample of the first DFPP, aluminium (Al), arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co) and lead (Pb) were present in the concentration range from 400–600 nmol/L, and beryllium (Be), mercury (Hg), titanium (Ti) and zirconium (Zr) in the range from 0–400 nmol/L.
Figure 1. (a) Bag with eluate extracted during the first DFPP treatment. The colour of the eluate (yellowish-brown) illustrates the high concentration of filtered. (b) Concentration of metals detected in the two eluate samples (eluate from the first and second DFPP treatment; time between the two DFPP treatments: 1 day).

The FE-SEM/EDX analysis showed the presence of particulate matter with different chemical compositions from all three sampled regions of the eluate. The eluate sample from the bottom of the vial contained a large amount of aggregates in addition to the Si-based clot activator microparticles from the Vacutainer™ serum tube (characteristic and well-detectable ring-shaped cylinders with a diameter of about 10 µm). Most particles were found from the eluate sample of the upper part of the vial. Figures 2–4 show examples of the particles and objects found.

Figure 2 depicts the SEM images and EDX analysis results for four particles with sizes (diameter) of about 5 µm (Figure 2a), 4 µm (Figure 2b), 3 µm and 1 µm (Figure 3c). The particle shown in Figure 2a consist mainly of iron (Fe), the particle in Figure 2b of sodium (Na) and chloride (Cl), and the particles in Figure 2c of titanium (Ti) (particle #1) and a mixture of Si, Al and potassium (K) (particle #2).

Figure 3 shows a particle with a size of about 22 µm with the presence of Na, Cl, Ca, Si and sulfur (S). Attached to the larger particle or nearby were smaller particles with sizes in the range of a few µm or nm. These particles comprise mainly Al and Si (Figure 3b), Ca (Figure 3e) or Fe (Figure 3f).

In Figure 4, elongated objects are depicted. The objects shown in Figure 4a,4d,e were obtained from an eluate sample from the top part of the vial, those shown in Figure 4f,g from the middle part. The object in Figure 4a has a length of about 280 µm and a diameter of about 9 µm; a smaller elongated object above the right end of the larger object has a length of about 50 µm. Both objects consist mainly of Al, Na, Cl and S (Figure 4b,c). The object in Figure 4d was found to be thread-like, partially coiled, having a length of about 925 µm and a diameter of about 7 µm. Figure 4e shows an elongated and misshapen object (length: about 140 µm, diameter: about 30 µm). On the surface of the objects shown in Figure 4d,e, nanoparticles (diameter: 0.5–150 µm) are visible. Figure 4f depicts another elongated threat-like object with a length of about 850 µm and a diameter of 10–22 µm. A similar object is shown in Figure 4g with a length of about 350 µm and with a band-like structure (thickness in y-direction: about 2 µm, thickness in z-direction: about 10 µm).
Figure 2. Microparticles detected in the upper part of the vial with the eluate. (a) Particle with a size (diameter) of about 5 µm (transverse length: 3.7 µm, vertical length: 6.4 µm) and a chemical composition mainly of Fe. (b) Particle with a size of about 4 µm (transverse length: 3.5 µm, vertical length: 4.7 µm) and a chemical composition mainly of Na and Cl. (c) Two particles (3 µm and 1 µm) comprising mainly Ti (particle #1) and a mixture of Si, Al and K (particle #2).
Figure 3. Microparticles detected in the upper part of the vial with the eluate. (a) Particle with a size (diameter) of about 22 µm and a chemical composition mainly of Na, Cl, Ca, Si and S (b–d). Smaller microparticles are attached to the larger particle or lay nearby, having sizes of about 4.5 µm (particle #1), 3 µm (particle #4) and 1.5 µm (particle #5). The chemical composition consists mainly of Al and Si (particle #1) (a), Ca (particle #4) (e) and Fe (particle #5) (f).
Figure 4. Elongated objects detected in the upper part (a,d,e) and middle part (f,g) of the vial with the eluate. (a) An object with a length of about 280 µm, diameter of about 9 µm, and a smaller particle nearby with a length of about 50 µm. Both objects consisted mainly of Al, Na, Cl and S (b,c). (d) Further elongated objects detected with lengths of about 925 µm (d), 140 µm (e), 850 µm (f) and 350 µm (g). In the objects shown in (d,e), nanoparticles are visible on their surface.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we have shown that the eluate obtained by DFPP (INUSpheresis with a TKM58 filter) contains organic and inorganic particulate matter. Particles and objects in the nano-to micrometre range were observed and characterized with the FE-SEM/EDX analysis.

The microparticles mainly consisting of Fe (Figures 2a and 3f) could be agglomerations of Fe from heme-containing biomolecules or free Fe due to hemolysis [33,34] or it can come from an environmental pollution (for example present in subway tunnels [37] or emitted by cars [38]).

The microparticle shown in Figure 2b consisting of mainly of Na and Cl is most probably a sodium chloride (NaCl) crystal due to the crystallization of Na and Cl present in the blood plasma (reference ranges: Na = 136–145 mmol/L, Cl = 98–106 mmol/L [35]).

The microparticle mainly composed of calcium (Ca) (Figure 3e could be an agglomeration of Ca present in the plasma (normal concentration: 2.5 nmol/L [39]) which about half of it is bound to plasma proteins, e.g., albumin. Calcium carbonate (CaCO$_3$) is also a food additive (E 170) (also in form of nanoparticles) [40] and in cosmetics [41], and calcium phosphate (Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$) nanoparticles are widely used for introduction of DNA into eukaryotic cells (transfection) [42].

The big one from the two microparticles depicted in Figure 2c is a metal microparticle of Ti. It can be a Ti microparticle or a titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) microparticle. TiO$_2$ microparticles are increasingly used in sunscreen [43]; however, their size is generally in the nm-range [44] and therefore smaller than the particle detected. TiO$_2$ particles are also used as food additive (E171) [45], for example in seafood [46] or as a coating of chewing gums [47]. TiO$_2$ particles are also used as a non-stick coating in frying pans [48]. The size of TiO$_2$ particles as food additive is also generally in the nm-range [49]. The source of the Ti or TiO$_2$ particle found in the eluate is therefore not immediately clear as its size is in the µm range and not in the nm range as most of the industrially produced and used particles.

The microparticles containing Al and Si (Figures 2c and 3a [particle #1] could be aluminium silicate (i.e., $x$Al$_2$O$_3$·$y$SiO$_2$·$z$H$_2$O) particles which are also used as a food additive (E559) [50]. Alternatively, they could have been formed in vivo or ex vivo (in the eluate between the end of the DFPP treatment and the analysis of it) through the synthesis of Si and Al available from other sources. Aluminium silicate is also part of the normal urban street dust [51]. Humans are increasingly exposed to Al [52,53] with food [54] and vaccines [55] as main sources. Further Al containing particle are the objects in Figure 4a. Both contain primarily Al, but no Si. The needle-like object (with a length of about 280 µm) is either primarily made of Al or contains an Al coating. Its origin is unknown since no description of a technical application of these kind of objects nor an environmental exposure source could be found in the literature. The same applies to the shorter Al-containing elongated shaped object in Figure 4a.

Concerning the thread-like objects in Figure 4, their source it not obvious. Preparation of the eluate samples were conducted under a laminar flow cabinet to avoid contamination with particles and filaments in the air and a specific protocol was used to perform the FE-SEM/EDX analysis in order to avoid any contamination of the sample and instrument. The thread-like object in Figure 4d, however, has a similar morphology and size as a thread-like parasitic nematode (roundworm) of the superfamiliy Filarioridea [56,57]. Different Filarioridea nematodes exist and can infect humans, including Wuchereria bancrofti, Brugia malayi, Brugia timori, Onchocerca volvulus, Loa loa, Mansonella ozzardi, Mansonella perstans, Mansonella streptocerca and Brugia pahangi [58]. Interestingly, the subject that underwent the DFPP treatment has been treated against chronic infections (Borrelia afzelii, Borrelia burgdorferi (CH), Borrelia burgdorferi (USA), Borrelia garinii, Chlamydia pneumoniae, Babesia divergens, Bartonella henselae, Rickettsia Helvetica, Rickettsia conorii and Rickettsia helvetica) months before. While the spirochetes Borrelia are larger than the threat-like object of Figure 4d, it could be a Filarioridea parasitic nematode indicating that the subject had also this kind of infection. It has been shown that ticks can be also infected with these filarial
nematodes [59,60]. There also the possibility that Figure 4f,g represent carbonious synthetic entities since the EDX spectrum is the same.

The amount of particles and objects detected in the eluate samples were less than expected based on the mass spectrometry results (Figure 1b) which indicated a large abundance of metals. This discrepancy might be explained by assuming that most of the metal in the eluate is present in nanoparticles and atoms/ions that were below the resolution of the FE-SEM used. It could be also that the bottom of the vial contained more of the metals than the middle or top part. However, due to the large presence of other inorganic and organic material as well as the Si coagulation agent particles at the bottom fraction, a dedicated analysis for nanoparticles could not be performed from this fraction. In future investigations of eluates, we plan to analyze also the bottom part in more detail by removing the organic biomolecules (by an enzymatic reaction) before FE-SEM/EDX analysis. In addition, transporting of the eluate without the Si-based clothing agent will be performed.

A clear limitation of our study is that our analysis is based on the eluate of one single person. Generalizations of our results are therefore only possible to a limited extent. The measurement of more eluate samples from different subjects was not aim of the present study since we wanted to test our FE-SEM/EDX approach first on samples from one subject (the first author) before conducting a study on a larger sample of subjects and eluates. This approach also had to be chosen due to the available financial budget, which for this pilot study only allowed the analysis that was carried out here. Our case study should (i) serve to document the feasibility to use the FE-SEM/EDX analysis approach to investigate the eluate obtained by DFPP, and (ii) stimulate further research on this topic. It should be investigated whether a FE-SEM/EDX analysis provides additional medically relevant information when a DFPP is performed. For example, specific detoxification protocols and medical treatments could be tailored to the amount and chemical composition of nano- and microparticles present in the eluate of a patient. The pollution of nano- and microparticles is an emerging health concern [32,61] and novel ways of quantifying the individual exposure as well as methods to remove these particles from the body are of imminent interest for preventing and treating human diseases. DFPP, possibly in combination with the application of chelating agents, might be a powerful way to remove these nano- and microparticles from the body. The analysis of the eluate with FE-SEM/EDX seems be a useful approach to prove this possibility.

In summary, our analysis of the eluate obtained from a DFPP application revealed particles and objects in the nm and µm range of different shape and chemical composition. Our study is the first to date to investigate the composition of an eluate obtained by DFPP with FE-SEM/EDX.
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